
Two New Games for Girls Added to Popular Gaming Website E-Arcades.com  

 

Recently launched gaming website E-Arcades has just got two more interesting games 

for girls who love to play games online. The two games named Casual Driver Girl and 

Dress up Challenge has already been appreciated by the members of the site. E-Arcade is 

owned by Internet Marketing Services, an online marketing consultancy firm that has 

been operating successfully for quite sometime.     

 

New gaming website from Internet Market Services named E-Arcades is quickly gaining 

popularity amongst girls with their excellent collection of games for girls.  Dress up 

Challenge and Casual Driver Girl is the latest additions to this emerging site for free 

online games. Internet Marketing Services is originally a consultancy firm operating with 

great reputation in the online marketing industry.  The company is owned by Ontario 

based internet marketing trainer and consultant Mr. Michael Bashi. The company's entry 

to the world of gaming has been extremely successful so far, thanks to the awe inspiring 

collection of free online gamers for all types of gamers.    

 

E-Arcades' huge stock of games for girls certainly needs a special mention. Apart from 

these, the website is also a comprehensive gaming platform for people looking for free 

action, casino, fighting, puzzles, and many other types of games. Dress up Challenge is 

an innovative game where the task is to dress up beautiful models for an outdoor photo 

shoot by deciding what they should wear. Casual Driver Girl is a contemporary dress up 

game where the players choose the dresses and accessories for a beautiful driver girl. The 

task for the players is to make sure that the girl looks pretty by changing her hair, dresses, 

hats, and other accessories.  

 

Dress up Games are extremely popular amongst the girls. E Arcades already has tons of 

games for girls that have already been appreciated by the female visitors to the site. 

Kimberly from Brooklyn has thanked E Arcades for the introduction of two more 

excellent games. She states, "Dress up Challenge and Casual Driver are the sweetest of 

all online games that I have ever played. I make it a point to visit E Arcades at least once 

everyday to play these amazing games". The owner of Internet Marketing Services Mr. 

Bashi has expressed his satisfaction about the introduction of two more games to his 

gaming website and promised to offer more free games very soon.  

 

About the Company: Internet Marketing Services is a noted online marketing company 

that has just entered the gaming arena with their gaming website E-Arcades. Two of new 

games have just been added to the website for the gaming pleasure of the girls who love 

online games. 
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E-Arcades 

Windsor, Ontario 

Zip Code: N9E 1S3 

Website:http://www.earcades.com/ 

Email: support@earcades.com 
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